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CONSUMER

HOW TO

SHOP FOR
FURNITURE

GETTING STARTED
Start with a list of your needs room by room. Perhaps you already have some
pieces to coordinate with, or maybe you are starting from scratch. Or, are you
replacing long-outdated, worn out furniture? Take an honest look at what your
needs and your budget are.
Who will the furniture be used for? How about elderly members in your family
that might have mobility issues or are potential fall risks? Are there any health
related issues? Do you have any pets? All of these are things to consider. Correctly
sized furniture is paramount. One size does NOT fit all when it comes to furniture.
You should purchase pieces that are ample sized and comfortable, by taking into
consideration height and weight.
What is the purpose of the furniture you are looking for? Are you looking for
basic seating? Family Room? Formal Living Room? Man Cave? Teen hang-out? A
place to sleep? A large table for the family to gather? Shelving or cabinetry for
storage? Knowing the purpose of the furniture is extremely helpful.
Where will you place the furniture? Do you have room? Measure the space you
have in between windows, doors, closets, walkways, etc. You could use newspaper
to lay down on the floor to help you block out how much space you can truly use.
Be sure to visualize not only the linear space, but also the height of the furniture as
well.
After you’ve itemized your needs, browse through decorating magazines,
catalogs, and web sites. Hone in on the style that you like. Again, advance
consideration of the styles that appeal to you will greatly narrow your choices and
aid you in finding the right style for your home. It is much easier to prioritize from a
written list than to wander aimlessly in a furniture store and not know what you are
looking for.

The Top Five Things
You Should Know…
• Get physical. Sit in it. Better
furniture is usually more amply
sized, more substantial and contains
more raw material such as springs,
frame, and cushion, always will be
heavier than a lower quality piece.
• Check the cushions. Neat welldefined corners and curves and
unobtrusive seams are the marks of a
quality cushion.
• Look beneath the surface. See how
the piece is constructed; looking for
loose screws or padding not sewn
correctly.
• Consider the conditions. Choose the
piece based on where it will be
placed an how it will be used.
• Measure the room and door openings
before you bein your shopping
experience. Draw a diagram
showing the room size and locations
of doors and windows. The location
of a fireplace or television could also
affect your furniture and should also
be noted on your diagram.

FURNITURE STYLE
Most furniture falls into one of two style categories formal and informal or casual.
Formal furniture includes styles that are generally identifiable by the cabriole legs,
claw or ball feet, and shaped backs. The woods tend to be walnut, cherry, or teak and
the fabrics usually include brocades, damask, and silk. Oversized sofas and chairs
with deep, fluffy cushions, and durable easy to maintain fabrics exemplify informal or
casual furniture. They are identifiable by their sleek overall design elements.
Home furnishings should make a statement about your attitude and lifestyle. No one
style is perfect for every room or everyone, so buy furniture that you like, whatever
your style. There are so many features such as cup holders, storage, heat, massage and
power options.
FABRIC CHOICES
Today more than ever, upholstered furniture is available in a wide range of fabrics.
To me be a good buy for you, upholstery must be: Priced right. Colored right. Sit
right. Right for the room and right for your family. Leather is a natural product. Good
leather will rarely wear out; but it will change in appearance from week to week.
Many people love the natural coverings that change with wear and tear. But you better
be clear in your mind with what you can live with when it comes to today’s leather.
New methods of tanning and manufacturing have also brought leather into an
affordable range for many pocketbooks. Bonded-leather could also be a durable,
family and pet friendly option to consider.
FURNITURE SOURCES
The most obvious place to look is in your local furniture stores. Choose a furniture
store who has a long standing great reputation in the community based on honesty and
integrity. Ask questions about delivery and problem-solving. Should there be
problems with a piece of furniture, do they service the furniture or do you have to go
through a 1-800 number and talk to countless people (or recordings) to get someone to
even schedule a time to address a problem? Another thing to consider is auctions,
estate sales, consignment stores, gently used or display furniture.
Remember to assess your needs, set your priorities, narrow down your style
choice, and target a budget. As this is a major purchase, be sure to ask about
special financing offers and/or rebates that are available. Then enjoy your
search for the “perfect” pieces to complement your home. When acquiring
furniture only buy what you love!

Voted #1 Best Place To Buy Furniture &
#1 Best Place To Buy Carpet/Flooring
111 Years of Service to the residents of Jasper & Walker County

1918 3rd Ave.
Jasper, AL 35501

384-6051

G. May & Sons
Furniture
Furniture, Flooring,
Appliances, Electronics

Wouldn’t
you like
to know

?
HOW
TO...

...choose insurance?
...decorate your home?
...choose pest control?
...shop for furniture?
...choose the right gift?
...shop for auto parts?
...choose air conditioning?
...pre-plan a funeral?
...choose a chiropractor?
...choose a pharmacist?
...choose an eye doctor?
...choose an ENT Specialist?
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HOW TO
CHOOSE

A
CHIROPRACTOR

Seeing a chiropractor can you help overcome afflictions like pain
or simply enhance your overall well-being.
Chiropractors are well trained medical professionals who can
help alleviate pain in your back, head or neck. Chiropractors
believe that realigning your spine will help relieve pain and
discomfort in the body.
Many patients find immediate relief from pain in the office of a
chiropractor. They report rapid improvements in their muscles,
joints, bones and ligaments.
It will often improve your general health as well. The treatments administered
by chiropractors can also treat minor ailments such as headaches and sinus pain.
Thinking about the following factors can help you find the right chiropractor for
your needs.
QUALITY
Chiropractors have some of the most stringent educational requirements in the
health care industry. According to the American Chiropractic Association,
accredited chiropractors go through at least 4200 hours of classroom, laboratory
and clinical training time combined.
Students must spend four years in a pre-medical program, in addition to four or
five years of professional training.
Not only do chiropractors study the body, they usually also study the muscular
skeleton, pressure points, bone and joints, and nerves. Finding a chiropractor
with these studies under their belt can give you a better experience and results.
Prior to selecting a chiropractor, inquire about training and credentials. Make
sure he or she is properly qualified, has a current licensee to practice, and has
experience in the area you are looking for.
INSURANCE COVERAGE
May insurance carriers include chiropractic care as part of their regular
coverage.
Verify that your care will be covered. You might be offered a discount for
choosing an “in-network” professional.
But if you don’t have insurance, many chiropractors offer low cash rates or
affordable plans to help patients. Even without health insurance, you can still
find chiropractors offering quality, cost-effective care.
Check for discounts. Some chiropractors will offer incentive discounts for
groups, referrals of new clients and other promotions.
GET REFERRALS
Someone in your social or professional network has likely received excellent
care from a chiropractor. Ask family, friends and co-workers for referrals.
Inquire specifically about his or her demeanor and schedule. Is it easy to make
an appointment? You should also find out about the chiropractor’s philosophy
about health and other wellness issues. Some practitioners will suggest
complementary forms of care, including massage.
Given the results it can provide, chiropractic care is still affordable and well
worth the money. With time and effort, you are likely to find a quality
chiropractor in your area.
Researching the chiropractors in your area will help ensure you get the type of
care you want and need.
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HOW TO
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An Ear, Nose And
Throat Specialist

Your ears, nose and throat control your sense of balance, hearing and
breathing. An infection in one of these areas could incapacitate you. It is
essential that these areas all work properly.
And if there’s ever a problem you will need to see an ear, nose and throat
specialist instead of your primary care physician.
If you have ever suffered from a sore throat, ear infection or sinusitis,
you know the pain and discomfort caused by these problems. You will
want to make sure you get the problem identified and fixed as soon as
possible to prevent further complications, and obviously to relieve the
pain.
When you have trouble, look for a specialist who handles these complex
areas of the human body.
Choosing a highly qualified professional is essential to your well-being.
This person will be able to diagnose and treat a problem effectively.
If surgery is required, you must invest time and effort in choosing the
right specialist. Find someone you can trust and who makes you feel
comfortable.
The best specialists have a long history of practicing medicine. Research
whether the person has ever been the subject of a malpractice suit, and
how the legal issue was resolved.
Look for a specialist who utilizes the latest technological advances in his
or her practice. You deserve the best possible treatment.
Staff members who perform tests should have the proper credentials.
If you want to look your best, especially after a medical treatment, look
for a physician who can perform mild procedures. Sometimes, these
doctors might be able to offer basic cosmetic surgery procedures. Botox,
Radiesse and Juvederm can make patients feel young and look great.
Minor surgery might be able to help you for chronic conditions, too. For
example, surgical options may eliminate the need for medication. A
deviated septum is a common condition many people see an ear, nose
and throat specialist for.
To find a qualified specialist, ask your friends, family and general
practitioner for recommendations. Patients who have had positive
experiences will often be happy to share their doctor’s contact
information.
Your physician can be a great resource for information. In fact, a referral
might even be required by your health insurance provider.
The Internet might also help you find a qualified professional. Several
web sites provide reviews of ear, nose and throat specialists. Also look
for advertisements in your local newspaper. You might be able to find
discounts or new patient promotions.
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Gift Ideas
• Collectible Villages:
A perfect gift for the
beginning collector or
a great addition.
• Ornaments:
Personalized
Blown glass
Crystal
Pewter
• Figurines:
Santas
Angels
Bears
Crystal
Carolers
Dolls

Choose A Gift
Choose
Gift
When Only TheA
Best
Is Good Enough
Quality
Is Most
InEnough
Choice
When
Only
The Important
Best Is Good
Quality Is Most Important In Choice

According to L.O. Baird’s writing, “May no gift be too small to
give, nor too simple to receive, which is wrapped in
thoughtfulness, and tied with love.” A child’s coloring, a bouquet
of daisies, a handwritten love note: such gifts, when born of the
According to L.O. Baird’s writing, “May no gift be too small to
heart, bring joy that surpasses the most expensive tokens.
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occasion is truly special, one must choose all the more wisely.
BUYING
TOMORROW’S
Different
tastes, occasions,HEIRLOOM
and budgets demand different gifts.
The mostofimportant
element
of a well-chosen
is QUALITY.
Regardless
your situation,
however,
a few basic gift
suggestions
may
You may
want
to choose
a gift
that
will last for decades and might
make
your
shopping
much
more
pleasant.

be passed on to future generations. If so, you will want to give
consideration
to products from
some of the companies that have
BUYING
TOMORROW’S
HEIRLOOM
been
around
for
many
years.
The most important element of a well-chosen gift is QUALITY.
The largest manufacturer of handmade colored glass in the
You may want to choose a gift that will last for decades and might
United States, has been in existence since 1905 creating
be passed on to future generations. If so, you will want to give
handmade glass artistry that is loved by collectors around the
consideration to products from some of the companies that have
world. They produce a wide variety of items - vases, baskets, lamps,
been
around
many
etc. - and
are for
known
foryears.
their beautiful colors and patterns.

The largest manufacturer of handmade colored glass in the
United
has been in existence since 1905 creating
BUYINGStates,
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handmade
glass
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collectors
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collect
something in a

general category - angels, Santa’s, bears, frogs, roosters, etc. The

• Nativity Scenes
• Home Decor:
Art
Lace curtains
Dinnerware
Stoneware
Fragrances
Candles
Vases
Lamps
Linens
• Personalized Gifts:
Lotions
Purses
Scandinavian Sweaters

sales staffAatCOLLECTIBLE
the store should be able to suggest a variety of
BUYING
options.
The person of whom you are buying may be a collector. If so,
As search
you arefor
most
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there
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beseveral
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The
records
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so
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not
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sales staff at the store should be able to suggest a variety of
something in his or her collection. But if you were to duplicate
options.
something
already
their
collection,
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recipient
should lighted
be able
As you are
most in
likely
aware,
there are
different
to exchange it for other merchandise at the store where it was
ceramic and porcelain villages on the market.
purchased.
If the store specialized in collectibles, chances are they will have
records
of customers’ purchases so you will not duplicate
BUYING FOR THE RECIPIENT’S NATIONALITY
something
his isorimmensely
her collection.
were to
duplicate
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of if
hisyou
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is bound
to
something
already
in
their
collection,
the
recipient
should
be able
love something honoring the home country of his ancestors.
to What
exchange
it for otherwouldn’t
merchandise
store awhere
it was
Scandinavian
love at
to the
receive
Norwegian
purchased.
sweater? Creators of the Team USA Sweaters worn by American
athletes in the 2002 Winter Olympics in Salt Lake City, make
BUYING
THE RECIPIENT’S
NATIONALITY
cardigans FOR
and sweaters
for women and
men with authentic and
A person
who is immensely
proud of his
heritage
is bound
to
classic
Norwegian
designs. Beautiful
woolen
bands,
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buttons
or clasps
are often
oncountry
these garments.
In this line
love
something
honoring
theused
home
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you
will find
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What
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love to receive
Norwegian

sweater? Creators of the Team USA Sweaters worn by American

used for leisure activities as well as for more formal occasions.
Some of the finest Swedish textiles are made by the Ekelund
Company since 1692. These exquisite runners and table linens
are available in several traditional and contemporary designs.
used for leisure activities as well as for more formal occasions.
A Finland brand represents a modern, international view of the
Some of the
finest Swedish
textiles areglass
made
by theThe
Ekelund
streamlined
tradition
of Scandinavian
design.
core
Company
since
1692.
These
exquisite
runners
and
table
values include innovation, timeless clarity, and originality.linens
Both
are
availableand
in several
traditional
and contemporary
designs.
handblown
machine-made
products
stand out thanks
to their
A
Finland
brand
represents
a
modern,
international
the
shapes, which have a personality all their own, and view
theirofwide
streamlined
tradition
of
Scandinavian
glass
design.
The
core
range of colors.

Jasper
Eyecare Center
Dr. Andrea D. Sims Optometrist
Family Practice Vision and Eye Care

basket of food items that might include gourmet barbecue sauce,
BUYING
SOMETHING
FOR THE
HOME Or maybe a gift box
and
Scandinavian
jams, candies
and cookies.
buy aand
giftThyme
for thefragrances?
home, it benefits everyone. Right?
of When
Camilleyou
lotions
But
you werea toGift
callCertificate
a new vacuum
cleaner
dishwasher
Ofif course,
is always
a or
good
answer ato“gift”
any
you
could
be
in
trouble.
On
the
other
hand,
if
you
were to buy
difficult gift giving situation.
some stoneware from England or dinnerware from Norway you
will score big.
BUYING
SOMETHING FOR THE HOME

When you buy a gift for the home, it benefits everyone. Right?
GIVING THE GIFT
But if you were to call a new vacuum cleaner or dishwasher a “gift”
After choosing your gift, pay attention to presentation. Wrap
you
could be in trouble. On the other hand, if you were to buy
the gift beautifully. Include a warm note expressing your affection
some
Englandaor
fromchose
Norway
for thestoneware
recipient from
and perhaps
bitdinnerware
about why you
the you
gift
will
score
big.
you did.
As a service, some stores may offer UPS mailing service saving

GIVING
THEthe
GIFT
the customer
hassle of wrapping, packing and shipping the
After
choosing
yourstore.
gift, pay attention to presentation. Wrap
gifts
purchased
at the
the gift beautifully. Include a warm note expressing your affection
for the recipient and perhaps a bit about why you chose the gift
you did.
As a service, some stores may offer UPS mailing service saving
the customer the hassle of wrapping packing and shipping the

Straining your eyes to read your favorite book? Squinting to see across the room?
Chances are you need glasses or contacts.

But choosing a right optometrist or ophthalmologist can be a challenge. Consider
these aspects when doing your research.
INSURANCE
If you have health or vision insurance, check the list of doctors who are covered
by your plan. Insurance companies make agreements with doctors or eye car
specialists to deliver services at a prearranged price. Picking an “in-network”
doctor will save you money on your co-pay and out-of-pocket costs.
TYPES OF DOCTORS
Optometrists are Doctors of Optometry who are trained in the diagnosis and
treatment of vision disorders and eye disease, including cataracts, glaucoma and
retinal disease. These professionals receive bachelor degrees before their fouryear Doctor of Optometry degrees. Although optometrists do not perform surgery,
they have the ability to write prescriptions to treat many ocular conditions.
Glasses and contact lenses are also prescribed by most optometrists.

always fun. Or how about a book of “Scandinavian Humor and
Other Myths.”
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Decorating for the Holidays is more apt to be eclectic, and by
giving Christmas decor, you are not sticking the bride with a 12IT’S
DIFFICULT
TO BUY A GIFT FOR SOME PEOPLE...
month
decorating problem.
Let’s
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do you do? You may want to consider a gift

THE BEST
EYE DOCTOR

Regular eye exams are crucial to your long-term health and happiness. Even if
you don’t have noticeable trouble with your eyesight, it is still important to have a
routine examination. Getting your eyes checked often makes it possible to
discover vision issues early. Catching problems early makes the problems easier
to treat. Catching and treating eye problems early will likely lead to better
outcomes.
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and ONE’S
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always fun. Or how about a book of “Scandinavian Humor and
IT’S DIFFICULT
TO BUY A GIFT FOR SOME PEOPLE...
Other
Myths.”
Let’s say that you have to buy a wedding gift when you aren’t
Or maybe you might want to give a serious gift and accompany
familiar with the taste of the bride. What to do?
it with a humorous card.

HOW TO
SELECT

Pictured Left to Right: Dianne, Jamie, Dr. Andrea Sims,
Delisa and Mary Anne
American Optometric Association

TRAINING
Eye doctors often specialize in certain diseases or treatments. If you have been
diagnosed with glaucoma, for instance, you can find a doctor who has experience
specifically treating that disease. Be sure to ask eye doctors about their
experiences treating specific diseases and conditions.

Eye Examinations
• Children & Adults
Mon: 8am - 2pm
• Glaucoma
Tues: 9am - 5:30pm
• Cataracts
Wed.-Fri.: 9am - 5:00
• Other Diseases
• Large Selection of Frames
• Contact Lenses of All Types
• Medicare and many other Insurances
accepted and filed for you

s r

1320 Hwy 78 East • Dental Arts Bldg.
(20 yrs. same location)

Ophthalmologists are medical doctors with specialized training in the treatment of
eye diseases and surgery. They receive a bachelor degree and a four-year Doctor
of Medicine degree followed by at least one year of internship and three years of
residency. These doctors perform ocular surgery, including some plastic surgery
along with treating vision disorders and eye diseases, such as cataracts, glaucoma
and retinal diseases. Some ophthalmologists also prescribe glasses and contact
lenses.

REFERENCES
Your family doctor or general practitioner may know the good eye doctors in your
area. Doctors often refer patients to an eye care specialist that has the most
experience treating specific needs.
Friends and family can also provide helpful advice. They can tell you who they
used for their previous eye exams. They can also provide insight about any issues
and tell you who works well with children.
SELECTION
Some people are particular about their eyeglass frames, lenses or contacts. If you
already know what you need -- such as glasses from a particular designer -- look
for an eye doctor who has access to that brand. You can also see their stock of eye
glass frames to make sure they carry the style you desire.
r

TM

221-EYES
221-3937

When purchasing glasses, you will want to have a wide range of products to view.
Lenses and frames can vary in terms of comfort, appearance, price and quality.
The better the selection, the more likely you will find that perfect pair of glasses.
Don’t let yourself miss out on all of the beauty and fun in the world. See your
local eye doctor now and start enjoying life again.
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Y our O ne Stop Sh opping

SHOP
‘TILL
YOU
DROP
Family-Focused
Food-Court
Fashion

Support Your
Community AND
Shop Local

Bath & Body
Works
Belk
Carol’s
Cato
Cellaris
Chick-Fil-A
Deb & Co.
Factory
Connection
Fisher’s
Garfield’s
Restaurant &
Pub
General
Nutrition Center
Hibbett Sports
JC Penney
Joe’s Shirt Shop
K-Mart
Lin Garden II

Master Cuts
Moon Day Spa
Nail Galaxy
Prime
Communication
Restorations
Robin’s Nest
Flowers & Gifts
rue 21
Shoe Dept.
Subway
Susan’s Hallmark
The Children’s
Place
The Jewelry
Doctor
U.S. Military
Career Center
Yogurt Street
Zales

DEPARTMENT STORES
UPSCALE BOUTIQU ES • GIFTS
APPAREL • SPORTS • DESIGNER

Hwy. 78 East / Hwy. 118 - Jasper
Open Mon.-Sat. 10 AM til 9 PM • Sun. 1-5 PM
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HOW TO

HOW to
HELPFUL
HINTS
Good design in a
home is a
combination of
harmony, balance,
flow and
functionality.
When choosing
color for a room,
neutrals are a
“safe” course
to follow.
Bold, vivid colors
should FLOW from
room to room.
Taller ceilings in
many of today’s
newer homes allow
wall hangings and
tapestries to “fill in”
a vast space.
Don’t worry about
being too
“matchy matchy”.

DECORATE YOUR HOME

Ready to decorate your home and don’t know where to
start? Maybe I can help. My name is Bart Williams and I
have my degree in Interior Design from Southern
Institute School of Interior Design at Virginia College. I
have worked with clients here locally as well as in
Birmingham, Atlanta, Roswell, GA, Clearwater, FL and
currently working on a home in Phoenix, Arizona .
Good design in a home is a combination of harmony,
balance, flow and functionality. A combination of these,
help make a room or the entire house aesthetically
pleasing. A home is a person’s refuge. It should reflect a
person’s personality so that they feel comfortable in their
space. This is most important but not everyone has an
eye to see how to pull it all together. Both my training
and God-given talent allow me to accomplish this in
most decors.
When choosing color for a room, neutrals work well
with most any type furniture and accessories and is a
“safe” course to follow. By doing neutral walls, you can
bring out colors in your rug, oil paintings, pictures and
window treatment. Neutral walls work well if you want
to change out furniture, bedding ensembles, etc. You
will not be tied into a color you will need to work around
the next time.

designer. For most of my clients I use an accredited
floral designer to whom I will take fabric, oils or
anything he can pull from to make an arrangement that
will harmonize with all the other colors in the room.
Don’t worry about being too “matchy matchy.” As I was
growing up we had sofa, loveseat and a chair that were
all in the same style, in the same fabric, complimented
by a set of matching tables. These days you need variety
in a room. A pretty chenille sofa can harmonize well
with a leather coffee table/ottoman. You can use two end
tables out of a group where one may be a side tier table
and the other a storage table. The end tables could be in
the same finish yet different styling to give the room
more eye appeal. Even in a more formal room you can
always do a pretty sofa and use a settee instead of a
loveseat. The settee becomes an accent piece. If the sofa
being used is a solid color with pillows in a stripe or
damask, you can use the pillow fabric on the settee.

How To Read A
Prescription

Most prescriptions are
made up of Latin
abbreviations. The
following is a short list of
some of the more common
ones and what they mean:
i
ii
iii
iv
po
QD
BID
TID
QID
q12h
q4-6h
prn
pc
ac
as
ad
ou
od
tsp
ml

one
two
three
four
take by mouth
take once a day
take two times a day
take three times a day
take four times a day
take very 12 hours
take every 4 to 6 hours
as needed or if needed
after a meal
before a meal
left ear
right ear
both eyes
right eye
teaspoonful
milliliter

All of the wood pieces in a room don’t have to match
either. I will go up to three finishes in a room but never
over. Often someone may want to add another table to a
table set and they try to “match” the wood which is
nearly impossible. Sometimes it ends up where the piece
is close but not exact and turns out looking like they
tried to match but failed. Kitchens are prime examples of
mixing wood finishes such as using lighter colored
cabinets with a dark colored island. There is contrast
there but the contrast creates interest in the room. You
can use a solid surface such as a black granite on the
outer cabinets and use a granite with movement/colors
on a black island and still preserve harmony.

If you’re like most people, you didn’t choose a pharmacist,
you chose a pharmacy for your medication needs. Your
pharmacist is a very important part of your health care team
and should be chosen carefully. In between doctor visits,
your pharmacist can be an important resource for you. This is
especially true if you are using multiple medications or need
help with products such as blood glucose meters, asthma
inhalers, or other special care items.
WHAT TO LOOK FOR IN A PHARMACY
Where your family pharmacist works should also be an
important consideration when deciding where your
medication needs are going to take place. Most people
taking medications visit a pharmacy monthly and should
consider several factors when choosing which pharmacy to
patronize.
Convenience is an important issue with all of the time
pressures that people feel these days. The pharmacy should
be in a convenient location with convenient parking nearby.
The pharmacy may offer any special services that set them
apart from the other pharmacies. You might be interested in
special packaging to make it easier to remember to take your
medications. If you have diabetes, finding a pharmacy that

1640 Hwy. 78 East • Jasper
(Across the street from WalMart)
Mon.-Fri. 8:30 am - 6:00 pm
Sat. 8:30 am - 4:00 pm

If you want bold, vivid colors and you want different
colors in each room, make sure the colors FLOW from
room to room. Doing rooms in color can make a
beautiful design in a home...when done correctly. When
your guests enter your home, you don’t want them to
feel like they are walking into a crayon box. The color
transition has to be done tastefully so is pleasing to the
I will be glad to assist you in making your home
eye.
Accessories in a room play a major part in your room’s functional as well as aesthetically pleasing. I assist
design. Mirrors and framed art can be used to complete people with paint, fabric window treatments, choosing
the look you are trying to achieve. Many new homes tile as well as other types of flooring and of course
today have taller ceilings which allow wall hanging and furniture and accessories. In choosing someone to assist
tapestries to beautifully “fill in” a vast space. Lamps are you, ask questions even if they say they have many years
a must in every room. Many lamps have matching of experience. Ask for references and ask if he or she has
candlesticks available. Accent pillows and throws work an interior design degree. There are a lot of “decorators”
well and are an inexpensive way to add color and texture out there but keep in mind they may not have the
to a space. Also having floral arrangements can also pop professional credentials.
color into a room or bring out more colors in your room If I can be assistance please contact me through
from such things as oils, window treatment, etc. If you Williams Furniture, Inc. at 924-4333 or 300-3004.
can find an arrangement at a store that works for your Visit williamsfurniturestore.com
space, that is all well and good. If not get with a floral

CHOOSE A
PHARMACIST

can demonstrate several glucose monitors to find which one
works best for you can make testing your blood sugar easier.
Some pharmacies also have the ability to “download” the
readings off of your diabetes monitor and print them out for
you. This will help both you and your doctor control your
diabetes. Ask if the pharmacy can measure your “Alc” level to
check your long-term glucose control.
Look for a pharmacy that offers a private counseling area
so you can ask personal questions without being overheard.
Other conveniences that should be taken into account
include a toll-free phone number to use if you live out-oftown or are on vacation. Ordering refills over the Internet is
something new that many progressive pharmacies now offer.
Many times, you can also look up health information on the
pharmacies’ we sites as well.
It’s a good idea to get all of your prescriptions filled at a
single pharmacy. The pharmacy keeps a complete
medication profile on you. These profiles record all
medications that you are taking, health problems, and drug
allergies that you have told your pharmacist about. By going
to one pharmacy, your pharmacist will be able to
continuously update your patient profile - making sure all the
information is accurate. This will help avoid
problems that occur when some medications
are mixed.
With a little effort, you should be able to
find a pharmacy that will be your partner in
your goal living a healthful life.

We appreciate your votes.
We strive toward Quality Care at Reasonable
Prices and Fast Efficient Service.
• Diabetic Shoes (Covered by
• Free Blood Pressure Check
Medicare Part B)
• Flu Shots
•
Medical
Supplies
• Shingle Vaccine (Covered by
•
Durable
Medical
Equipment
Medicare & Other Insurances)
• US Postal Service

WE CAN BILL MEDICARE &
MEDICAID FOR YOUR DIABETIC
SUPPLIES AND EQUIPMENT
WE ACCEPT MEDICA RE PART D,
AND MOST 3RD PARTY
INSURANCE,

VIST OUR EXPANDED
GIFT DEPARTMENT

Neil Evans
Number One Pharmacist

Friendly Service and Quality Care at Reasonable Prices
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Im a gine Y o ur H o m e
Pro fe ssio na lly D eco ra ted ...
Bart Williams, a graduate in Interior
Design from Southern Institute School
of Interior Design at Virginia College,
can help you make your home or
business a tasteful showcase of pattern
and color.

Good design is a combination of harmony,
balance, flow and functionality. You can rely
on Bart’s training and expertise to pull
together all of these aspects for the decor you
will truly love and enjoy.

Contact Bart for the Professional Designer’s Touch!
Hwy. 118 (Between Jasper & Carbon Hill)

Phone 924-4333 or 924-4316 or (C) 300-3004
Online: www.williamsfurniturestore.com
HOURS: •Mon., Tues., Thurs. & Fri. 8:30 - 5:00 •Sat. 8:30 - 4:00 • Closed Wednesday
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▲

▲

WOODS
Heating and Cooling
WE SERVICE ALL MAJOR BRANDS
SPECIALIZING IN RESIDENTIAL,
MOBILE HOMES, LIGHT COMMERCIAL
HEATING AND COOLING
State Bonded

▲

AL Certified #00025, Ref. #52683
Master Plumber/Gas Fitter #01966

s r

r

TM

Mon., Tues., Thurs., Fri.
8AM - 4PM
Wed. 8AM - 12PM

Enjoy year-round comfort with a reliable
and energy-efficient home cooling system

(205) 221-4003 • (205) 221-4032
3rd Ave. S. • Jasper, AL (Behind Jasper Post Office)

In Business Since 1981
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Im a gine Y o ur H o m e
Pro fe ssio na lly D eco ra ted ...
Bart Williams, a graduate in Interior
Design from Southern Institute School
of Interior Design at Virginia College,
can help you make your home or
business a tasteful showcase of pattern
and color.

Good design is a combination of harmony,
balance, flow and functionality. You can rely
on Bart’s training and expertise to pull
together all of these aspects for the decor you
will truly love and enjoy.

Contact Bart for the Professional Designer’s Touch!
Hwy. 118 (Between Jasper & Carbon Hill)

Phone 924-4333 or 924-4316 or (C) 300-3004
Online: www.williamsfurniturestore.com
HOURS: •Mon., Tues., Thurs. & Fri. 8:30 - 5:00 •Sat. 8:30 - 4:00 • Closed Wednesday
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CONSUMER

HOW TO

HOW to
HELPFUL
HINTS
Good design in a
home is a
combination of
harmony, balance,
flow and
functionality.
When choosing
color for a room,
neutrals are a
“safe” course
to follow.
Bold, vivid colors
should FLOW from
room to room.
Taller ceilings in
many of today’s
newer homes allow
wall hangings and
tapestries to “fill in”
a vast space.
Don’t worry about
being too
“matchy matchy”.

DECORATE YOUR HOME

Ready to decorate your home and don’t know where to
start? Maybe I can help. My name is Bart Williams and I
have my degree in Interior Design from Southern
Institute School of Interior Design at Virginia College. I
have worked with clients here locally as well as in
Birmingham, Atlanta, Roswell, GA, Clearwater, FL and
currently working on a home in Phoenix, Arizona .
Good design in a home is a combination of harmony,
balance, flow and functionality. A combination of these,
help make a room or the entire house aesthetically
pleasing. A home is a person’s refuge. It should reflect a
person’s personality so that they feel comfortable in their
space. This is most important but not everyone has an
eye to see how to pull it all together. Both my training
and God-given talent allow me to accomplish this in
most decors.
When choosing color for a room, neutrals work well
with most any type furniture and accessories and is a
“safe” course to follow. By doing neutral walls, you can
bring out colors in your rug, oil paintings, pictures and
window treatment. Neutral walls work well if you want
to change out furniture, bedding ensembles, etc. You
will not be tied into a color you will need to work around
the next time.

designer. For most of my clients I use an accredited
floral designer to whom I will take fabric, oils or
anything he can pull from to make an arrangement that
will harmonize with all the other colors in the room.
Don’t worry about being too “matchy matchy.” As I was
growing up we had sofa, loveseat and a chair that were
all in the same style, in the same fabric, complimented
by a set of matching tables. These days you need variety
in a room. A pretty chenille sofa can harmonize well
with a leather coffee table/ottoman. You can use two end
tables out of a group where one may be a side tier table
and the other a storage table. The end tables could be in
the same finish yet different styling to give the room
more eye appeal. Even in a more formal room you can
always do a pretty sofa and use a settee instead of a
loveseat. The settee becomes an accent piece. If the sofa
being used is a solid color with pillows in a stripe or
damask, you can use the pillow fabric on the settee.

How To Read A
Prescription

Most prescriptions are
made up of Latin
abbreviations. The
following is a short list of
some of the more common
ones and what they mean:
i
ii
iii
iv
po
QD
BID
TID
QID
q12h
q4-6h
prn
pc
ac
as
ad
ou
od
tsp
ml

one
two
three
four
take by mouth
take once a day
take two times a day
take three times a day
take four times a day
take very 12 hours
take every 4 to 6 hours
as needed or if needed
after a meal
before a meal
left ear
right ear
both eyes
right eye
teaspoonful
milliliter

All of the wood pieces in a room don’t have to match
either. I will go up to three finishes in a room but never
over. Often someone may want to add another table to a
table set and they try to “match” the wood which is
nearly impossible. Sometimes it ends up where the piece
is close but not exact and turns out looking like they
tried to match but failed. Kitchens are prime examples of
mixing wood finishes such as using lighter colored
cabinets with a dark colored island. There is contrast
there but the contrast creates interest in the room. You
can use a solid surface such as a black granite on the
outer cabinets and use a granite with movement/colors
on a black island and still preserve harmony.

If you’re like most people, you didn’t choose a pharmacist,
you chose a pharmacy for your medication needs. Your
pharmacist is a very important part of your health care team
and should be chosen carefully. In between doctor visits,
your pharmacist can be an important resource for you. This is
especially true if you are using multiple medications or need
help with products such as blood glucose meters, asthma
inhalers, or other special care items.
WHAT TO LOOK FOR IN A PHARMACY
Where your family pharmacist works should also be an
important consideration when deciding where your
medication needs are going to take place. Most people
taking medications visit a pharmacy monthly and should
consider several factors when choosing which pharmacy to
patronize.
Convenience is an important issue with all of the time
pressures that people feel these days. The pharmacy should
be in a convenient location with convenient parking nearby.
The pharmacy may offer any special services that set them
apart from the other pharmacies. You might be interested in
special packaging to make it easier to remember to take your
medications. If you have diabetes, finding a pharmacy that

1640 Hwy. 78 East • Jasper
(Across the street from WalMart)
Mon.-Fri. 8:30 am - 6:00 pm
Sat. 8:30 am - 4:00 pm

If you want bold, vivid colors and you want different
colors in each room, make sure the colors FLOW from
room to room. Doing rooms in color can make a
beautiful design in a home...when done correctly. When
your guests enter your home, you don’t want them to
feel like they are walking into a crayon box. The color
transition has to be done tastefully so is pleasing to the
I will be glad to assist you in making your home
eye.
Accessories in a room play a major part in your room’s functional as well as aesthetically pleasing. I assist
design. Mirrors and framed art can be used to complete people with paint, fabric window treatments, choosing
the look you are trying to achieve. Many new homes tile as well as other types of flooring and of course
today have taller ceilings which allow wall hanging and furniture and accessories. In choosing someone to assist
tapestries to beautifully “fill in” a vast space. Lamps are you, ask questions even if they say they have many years
a must in every room. Many lamps have matching of experience. Ask for references and ask if he or she has
candlesticks available. Accent pillows and throws work an interior design degree. There are a lot of “decorators”
well and are an inexpensive way to add color and texture out there but keep in mind they may not have the
to a space. Also having floral arrangements can also pop professional credentials.
color into a room or bring out more colors in your room If I can be assistance please contact me through
from such things as oils, window treatment, etc. If you Williams Furniture, Inc. at 924-4333 or 300-3004.
can find an arrangement at a store that works for your Visit williamsfurniturestore.com
space, that is all well and good. If not get with a floral

CHOOSE A
PHARMACIST

can demonstrate several glucose monitors to find which one
works best for you can make testing your blood sugar easier.
Some pharmacies also have the ability to “download” the
readings off of your diabetes monitor and print them out for
you. This will help both you and your doctor control your
diabetes. Ask if the pharmacy can measure your “Alc” level to
check your long-term glucose control.
Look for a pharmacy that offers a private counseling area
so you can ask personal questions without being overheard.
Other conveniences that should be taken into account
include a toll-free phone number to use if you live out-oftown or are on vacation. Ordering refills over the Internet is
something new that many progressive pharmacies now offer.
Many times, you can also look up health information on the
pharmacies’ we sites as well.
It’s a good idea to get all of your prescriptions filled at a
single pharmacy. The pharmacy keeps a complete
medication profile on you. These profiles record all
medications that you are taking, health problems, and drug
allergies that you have told your pharmacist about. By going
to one pharmacy, your pharmacist will be able to
continuously update your patient profile - making sure all the
information is accurate. This will help avoid
problems that occur when some medications
are mixed.
With a little effort, you should be able to
find a pharmacy that will be your partner in
your goal living a healthful life.

We appreciate your votes.
We strive toward Quality Care at Reasonable
Prices and Fast Efficient Service.
• Diabetic Shoes (Covered by
• Free Blood Pressure Check
Medicare Part B)
• Flu Shots
•
Medical
Supplies
• Shingle Vaccine (Covered by
•
Durable
Medical
Equipment
Medicare & Other Insurances)
• US Postal Service

WE CAN BILL MEDICARE &
MEDICAID FOR YOUR DIABETIC
SUPPLIES AND EQUIPMENT
WE ACCEPT MEDICA RE PART D,
AND MOST 3RD PARTY
INSURANCE,

VIST OUR EXPANDED
GIFT DEPARTMENT

Neil Evans
Number One Pharmacist

Friendly Service and Quality Care at Reasonable Prices
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Y our O ne Stop Sh opping

SHOP
‘TILL
YOU
DROP
Family-Focused
Food-Court
Fashion

Support Your
Community AND
Shop Local

Bath & Body
Works
Belk
Carol’s
Cato
Cellaris
Chick-Fil-A
Deb & Co.
Factory
Connection
Fisher’s
Garfield’s
Restaurant &
Pub
General
Nutrition Center
Hibbett Sports
JC Penney
Joe’s Shirt Shop
K-Mart
Lin Garden II

Master Cuts
Moon Day Spa
Nail Galaxy
Prime
Communication
Restorations
Robin’s Nest
Flowers & Gifts
rue 21
Shoe Dept.
Subway
Susan’s Hallmark
The Children’s
Place
The Jewelry
Doctor
U.S. Military
Career Center
Yogurt Street
Zales

DEPARTMENT STORES
UPSCALE BOUTIQU ES • GIFTS
APPAREL • SPORTS • DESIGNER

Hwy. 78 East / Hwy. 118 - Jasper
Open Mon.-Sat. 10 AM til 9 PM • Sun. 1-5 PM
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CONSUMER

HOW - TO
Gift Ideas
• Collectible Villages:
A perfect gift for the
beginning collector or
a great addition.
• Ornaments:
Personalized
Blown glass
Crystal
Pewter
• Figurines:
Santas
Angels
Bears
Crystal
Carolers
Dolls

Choose A Gift
Choose
Gift
When Only TheA
Best
Is Good Enough
Quality
Is Most
InEnough
Choice
When
Only
The Important
Best Is Good
Quality Is Most Important In Choice

According to L.O. Baird’s writing, “May no gift be too small to
give, nor too simple to receive, which is wrapped in
thoughtfulness, and tied with love.” A child’s coloring, a bouquet
of daisies, a handwritten love note: such gifts, when born of the
According to L.O. Baird’s writing, “May no gift be too small to
heart, bring joy that surpasses the most expensive tokens.
give,
nor too
simple
wrapped
in
Yet some
occasions
call to
for receive,
a gift thatwhich
may beisboth
expensive
thoughtfulness,
and
tied
with
love.”
A
child’s
coloring,
a
bouquet
and thoughtful.
of Though
daisies, aone
handwritten
love to
note:
such
when gift
bornwhen
of thea
never wants
offer
an gifts,
ill-chosen
heart,
bring
joy
that
surpasses
the
most
expensive
tokens.
significant amount of money has been invested in the gift and the
Yet some
occasions
a gift
that all
may
bothwisely.
expensive
occasion
is truly
special,call
onefor
must
choose
thebemore
and
thoughtful.
Different
tastes, occasions, and budgets demand different gifts.
Though of
one
never
wants however,
to offer aan
gift when
a
Regardless
your
situation,
fewill-chosen
basic suggestions
may
significant
ofmuch
money
has pleasant.
been invested in the gift and the
make your amount
shopping
more

occasion is truly special, one must choose all the more wisely.
BUYING
TOMORROW’S
Different
tastes, occasions,HEIRLOOM
and budgets demand different gifts.
The mostofimportant
element
of a well-chosen
is QUALITY.
Regardless
your situation,
however,
a few basic gift
suggestions
may
You may
want
to choose
a gift
that
will last for decades and might
make
your
shopping
much
more
pleasant.

be passed on to future generations. If so, you will want to give
consideration
to products from
some of the companies that have
BUYING
TOMORROW’S
HEIRLOOM
been
around
for
many
years.
The most important element of a well-chosen gift is QUALITY.
The largest manufacturer of handmade colored glass in the
You may want to choose a gift that will last for decades and might
United States, has been in existence since 1905 creating
be passed on to future generations. If so, you will want to give
handmade glass artistry that is loved by collectors around the
consideration to products from some of the companies that have
world. They produce a wide variety of items - vases, baskets, lamps,
been
around
many
etc. - and
are for
known
foryears.
their beautiful colors and patterns.

The largest manufacturer of handmade colored glass in the
United
has been in existence since 1905 creating
BUYINGStates,
A COLLECTIBLE
handmade
glass
thatare
is buying
loved by
collectors
aroundIf the
The person of artistry
whom you
may
be a collector.
so,
world.
They for
produce
a widegift
variety
items
baskets, lamps,
your search
the perfect
may of
not
be so- vases,
difficult.
etc.The
- and
are known
theirinbeautiful
colors
and patterns.
recipient
youfor
have
mind may
collect
something in a

general category - angels, Santa’s, bears, frogs, roosters, etc. The

• Nativity Scenes
• Home Decor:
Art
Lace curtains
Dinnerware
Stoneware
Fragrances
Candles
Vases
Lamps
Linens
• Personalized Gifts:
Lotions
Purses
Scandinavian Sweaters

sales staffAatCOLLECTIBLE
the store should be able to suggest a variety of
BUYING
options.
The person of whom you are buying may be a collector. If so,
As search
you arefor
most
aware,
there
different lighted
your
the likely
perfect
gift may
notare
beseveral
so difficult.
ceramic
and porcelain
villages
the may
market.
The recipient
you have
in on
mind
collect something in a
If the category
store specialized
collectibles,
are they will
general
- angels,inSanta’s,
bears,chances
frogs, roosters,
etc. have
The
records
of
customers’
purchases
so
you
will
not
duplicate
sales staff at the store should be able to suggest a variety of
something in his or her collection. But if you were to duplicate
options.
something
already
their
collection,
the several
recipient
should lighted
be able
As you are
most in
likely
aware,
there are
different
to exchange it for other merchandise at the store where it was
ceramic and porcelain villages on the market.
purchased.
If the store specialized in collectibles, chances are they will have
records
of customers’ purchases so you will not duplicate
BUYING FOR THE RECIPIENT’S NATIONALITY
something
his isorimmensely
her collection.
were to
duplicate
A personinwho
proudBut
of if
hisyou
heritage
is bound
to
something
already
in
their
collection,
the
recipient
should
be able
love something honoring the home country of his ancestors.
to What
exchange
it for otherwouldn’t
merchandise
store awhere
it was
Scandinavian
love at
to the
receive
Norwegian
purchased.
sweater? Creators of the Team USA Sweaters worn by American
athletes in the 2002 Winter Olympics in Salt Lake City, make
BUYING
THE RECIPIENT’S
NATIONALITY
cardigans FOR
and sweaters
for women and
men with authentic and
A person
who is immensely
proud of his
heritage
is bound
to
classic
Norwegian
designs. Beautiful
woolen
bands,
pewter
buttons
or clasps
are often
oncountry
these garments.
In this line
love
something
honoring
theused
home
of his ancestors.
you
will find
both sporty
and traditional
garmentsa that
can be
What
Scandinavian
wouldn’t
love to receive
Norwegian

sweater? Creators of the Team USA Sweaters worn by American

used for leisure activities as well as for more formal occasions.
Some of the finest Swedish textiles are made by the Ekelund
Company since 1692. These exquisite runners and table linens
are available in several traditional and contemporary designs.
used for leisure activities as well as for more formal occasions.
A Finland brand represents a modern, international view of the
Some of the
finest Swedish
textiles areglass
made
by theThe
Ekelund
streamlined
tradition
of Scandinavian
design.
core
Company
since
1692.
These
exquisite
runners
and
table
values include innovation, timeless clarity, and originality.linens
Both
are
availableand
in several
traditional
and contemporary
designs.
handblown
machine-made
products
stand out thanks
to their
A
Finland
brand
represents
a
modern,
international
the
shapes, which have a personality all their own, and view
theirofwide
streamlined
tradition
of
Scandinavian
glass
design.
The
core
range of colors.

Jasper
Eyecare Center
Dr. Andrea D. Sims Optometrist
Family Practice Vision and Eye Care

basket of food items that might include gourmet barbecue sauce,
BUYING
SOMETHING
FOR THE
HOME Or maybe a gift box
and
Scandinavian
jams, candies
and cookies.
buy aand
giftThyme
for thefragrances?
home, it benefits everyone. Right?
of When
Camilleyou
lotions
But
you werea toGift
callCertificate
a new vacuum
cleaner
dishwasher
Ofif course,
is always
a or
good
answer ato“gift”
any
you
could
be
in
trouble.
On
the
other
hand,
if
you
were to buy
difficult gift giving situation.
some stoneware from England or dinnerware from Norway you
will score big.
BUYING
SOMETHING FOR THE HOME

When you buy a gift for the home, it benefits everyone. Right?
GIVING THE GIFT
But if you were to call a new vacuum cleaner or dishwasher a “gift”
After choosing your gift, pay attention to presentation. Wrap
you
could be in trouble. On the other hand, if you were to buy
the gift beautifully. Include a warm note expressing your affection
some
Englandaor
fromchose
Norway
for thestoneware
recipient from
and perhaps
bitdinnerware
about why you
the you
gift
will
score
big.
you did.
As a service, some stores may offer UPS mailing service saving

GIVING
THEthe
GIFT
the customer
hassle of wrapping, packing and shipping the
After
choosing
yourstore.
gift, pay attention to presentation. Wrap
gifts
purchased
at the
the gift beautifully. Include a warm note expressing your affection
for the recipient and perhaps a bit about why you chose the gift
you did.
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Straining your eyes to read your favorite book? Squinting to see across the room?
Chances are you need glasses or contacts.

But choosing a right optometrist or ophthalmologist can be a challenge. Consider
these aspects when doing your research.
INSURANCE
If you have health or vision insurance, check the list of doctors who are covered
by your plan. Insurance companies make agreements with doctors or eye car
specialists to deliver services at a prearranged price. Picking an “in-network”
doctor will save you money on your co-pay and out-of-pocket costs.
TYPES OF DOCTORS
Optometrists are Doctors of Optometry who are trained in the diagnosis and
treatment of vision disorders and eye disease, including cataracts, glaucoma and
retinal disease. These professionals receive bachelor degrees before their fouryear Doctor of Optometry degrees. Although optometrists do not perform surgery,
they have the ability to write prescriptions to treat many ocular conditions.
Glasses and contact lenses are also prescribed by most optometrists.
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THE BEST
EYE DOCTOR

Regular eye exams are crucial to your long-term health and happiness. Even if
you don’t have noticeable trouble with your eyesight, it is still important to have a
routine examination. Getting your eyes checked often makes it possible to
discover vision issues early. Catching problems early makes the problems easier
to treat. Catching and treating eye problems early will likely lead to better
outcomes.
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always fun. Or how about a book of “Scandinavian Humor and
IT’S DIFFICULT
TO BUY A GIFT FOR SOME PEOPLE...
Other
Myths.”
Let’s say that you have to buy a wedding gift when you aren’t
Or maybe you might want to give a serious gift and accompany
familiar with the taste of the bride. What to do?
it with a humorous card.

HOW TO
SELECT

Pictured Left to Right: Dianne, Jamie, Dr. Andrea Sims,
Delisa and Mary Anne
American Optometric Association

TRAINING
Eye doctors often specialize in certain diseases or treatments. If you have been
diagnosed with glaucoma, for instance, you can find a doctor who has experience
specifically treating that disease. Be sure to ask eye doctors about their
experiences treating specific diseases and conditions.

Eye Examinations
• Children & Adults
Mon: 8am - 2pm
• Glaucoma
Tues: 9am - 5:30pm
• Cataracts
Wed.-Fri.: 9am - 5:00
• Other Diseases
• Large Selection of Frames
• Contact Lenses of All Types
• Medicare and many other Insurances
accepted and filed for you

s r

1320 Hwy 78 East • Dental Arts Bldg.
(20 yrs. same location)

Ophthalmologists are medical doctors with specialized training in the treatment of
eye diseases and surgery. They receive a bachelor degree and a four-year Doctor
of Medicine degree followed by at least one year of internship and three years of
residency. These doctors perform ocular surgery, including some plastic surgery
along with treating vision disorders and eye diseases, such as cataracts, glaucoma
and retinal diseases. Some ophthalmologists also prescribe glasses and contact
lenses.

REFERENCES
Your family doctor or general practitioner may know the good eye doctors in your
area. Doctors often refer patients to an eye care specialist that has the most
experience treating specific needs.
Friends and family can also provide helpful advice. They can tell you who they
used for their previous eye exams. They can also provide insight about any issues
and tell you who works well with children.
SELECTION
Some people are particular about their eyeglass frames, lenses or contacts. If you
already know what you need -- such as glasses from a particular designer -- look
for an eye doctor who has access to that brand. You can also see their stock of eye
glass frames to make sure they carry the style you desire.
r

TM

221-EYES
221-3937

When purchasing glasses, you will want to have a wide range of products to view.
Lenses and frames can vary in terms of comfort, appearance, price and quality.
The better the selection, the more likely you will find that perfect pair of glasses.
Don’t let yourself miss out on all of the beauty and fun in the world. See your
local eye doctor now and start enjoying life again.
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An Ear, Nose And
Throat Specialist

Your ears, nose and throat control your sense of balance, hearing and
breathing. An infection in one of these areas could incapacitate you. It is
essential that these areas all work properly.
And if there’s ever a problem you will need to see an ear, nose and throat
specialist instead of your primary care physician.
If you have ever suffered from a sore throat, ear infection or sinusitis,
you know the pain and discomfort caused by these problems. You will
want to make sure you get the problem identified and fixed as soon as
possible to prevent further complications, and obviously to relieve the
pain.
When you have trouble, look for a specialist who handles these complex
areas of the human body.
Choosing a highly qualified professional is essential to your well-being.
This person will be able to diagnose and treat a problem effectively.
If surgery is required, you must invest time and effort in choosing the
right specialist. Find someone you can trust and who makes you feel
comfortable.
The best specialists have a long history of practicing medicine. Research
whether the person has ever been the subject of a malpractice suit, and
how the legal issue was resolved.
Look for a specialist who utilizes the latest technological advances in his
or her practice. You deserve the best possible treatment.
Staff members who perform tests should have the proper credentials.
If you want to look your best, especially after a medical treatment, look
for a physician who can perform mild procedures. Sometimes, these
doctors might be able to offer basic cosmetic surgery procedures. Botox,
Radiesse and Juvederm can make patients feel young and look great.
Minor surgery might be able to help you for chronic conditions, too. For
example, surgical options may eliminate the need for medication. A
deviated septum is a common condition many people see an ear, nose
and throat specialist for.
To find a qualified specialist, ask your friends, family and general
practitioner for recommendations. Patients who have had positive
experiences will often be happy to share their doctor’s contact
information.
Your physician can be a great resource for information. In fact, a referral
might even be required by your health insurance provider.
The Internet might also help you find a qualified professional. Several
web sites provide reviews of ear, nose and throat specialists. Also look
for advertisements in your local newspaper. You might be able to find
discounts or new patient promotions.
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HOW TO
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A
CHIROPRACTOR

Seeing a chiropractor can you help overcome afflictions like pain
or simply enhance your overall well-being.
Chiropractors are well trained medical professionals who can
help alleviate pain in your back, head or neck. Chiropractors
believe that realigning your spine will help relieve pain and
discomfort in the body.
Many patients find immediate relief from pain in the office of a
chiropractor. They report rapid improvements in their muscles,
joints, bones and ligaments.
It will often improve your general health as well. The treatments administered
by chiropractors can also treat minor ailments such as headaches and sinus pain.
Thinking about the following factors can help you find the right chiropractor for
your needs.
QUALITY
Chiropractors have some of the most stringent educational requirements in the
health care industry. According to the American Chiropractic Association,
accredited chiropractors go through at least 4200 hours of classroom, laboratory
and clinical training time combined.
Students must spend four years in a pre-medical program, in addition to four or
five years of professional training.
Not only do chiropractors study the body, they usually also study the muscular
skeleton, pressure points, bone and joints, and nerves. Finding a chiropractor
with these studies under their belt can give you a better experience and results.
Prior to selecting a chiropractor, inquire about training and credentials. Make
sure he or she is properly qualified, has a current licensee to practice, and has
experience in the area you are looking for.
INSURANCE COVERAGE
May insurance carriers include chiropractic care as part of their regular
coverage.
Verify that your care will be covered. You might be offered a discount for
choosing an “in-network” professional.
But if you don’t have insurance, many chiropractors offer low cash rates or
affordable plans to help patients. Even without health insurance, you can still
find chiropractors offering quality, cost-effective care.
Check for discounts. Some chiropractors will offer incentive discounts for
groups, referrals of new clients and other promotions.
GET REFERRALS
Someone in your social or professional network has likely received excellent
care from a chiropractor. Ask family, friends and co-workers for referrals.
Inquire specifically about his or her demeanor and schedule. Is it easy to make
an appointment? You should also find out about the chiropractor’s philosophy
about health and other wellness issues. Some practitioners will suggest
complementary forms of care, including massage.
Given the results it can provide, chiropractic care is still affordable and well
worth the money. With time and effort, you are likely to find a quality
chiropractor in your area.
Researching the chiropractors in your area will help ensure you get the type of
care you want and need.
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SHOP FOR
FURNITURE

GETTING STARTED
Start with a list of your needs room by room. Perhaps you already have some
pieces to coordinate with, or maybe you are starting from scratch. Or, are you
replacing long-outdated, worn out furniture? Take an honest look at what your
needs and your budget are.
Who will the furniture be used for? How about elderly members in your family
that might have mobility issues or are potential fall risks? Are there any health
related issues? Do you have any pets? All of these are things to consider. Correctly
sized furniture is paramount. One size does NOT fit all when it comes to furniture.
You should purchase pieces that are ample sized and comfortable, by taking into
consideration height and weight.
What is the purpose of the furniture you are looking for? Are you looking for
basic seating? Family Room? Formal Living Room? Man Cave? Teen hang-out? A
place to sleep? A large table for the family to gather? Shelving or cabinetry for
storage? Knowing the purpose of the furniture is extremely helpful.
Where will you place the furniture? Do you have room? Measure the space you
have in between windows, doors, closets, walkways, etc. You could use newspaper
to lay down on the floor to help you block out how much space you can truly use.
Be sure to visualize not only the linear space, but also the height of the furniture as
well.
After you’ve itemized your needs, browse through decorating magazines,
catalogs, and web sites. Hone in on the style that you like. Again, advance
consideration of the styles that appeal to you will greatly narrow your choices and
aid you in finding the right style for your home. It is much easier to prioritize from a
written list than to wander aimlessly in a furniture store and not know what you are
looking for.

The Top Five Things
You Should Know…
• Get physical. Sit in it. Better
furniture is usually more amply
sized, more substantial and contains
more raw material such as springs,
frame, and cushion, always will be
heavier than a lower quality piece.
• Check the cushions. Neat welldefined corners and curves and
unobtrusive seams are the marks of a
quality cushion.
• Look beneath the surface. See how
the piece is constructed; looking for
loose screws or padding not sewn
correctly.
• Consider the conditions. Choose the
piece based on where it will be
placed an how it will be used.
• Measure the room and door openings
before you bein your shopping
experience. Draw a diagram
showing the room size and locations
of doors and windows. The location
of a fireplace or television could also
affect your furniture and should also
be noted on your diagram.

FURNITURE STYLE
Most furniture falls into one of two style categories formal and informal or casual.
Formal furniture includes styles that are generally identifiable by the cabriole legs,
claw or ball feet, and shaped backs. The woods tend to be walnut, cherry, or teak and
the fabrics usually include brocades, damask, and silk. Oversized sofas and chairs
with deep, fluffy cushions, and durable easy to maintain fabrics exemplify informal or
casual furniture. They are identifiable by their sleek overall design elements.
Home furnishings should make a statement about your attitude and lifestyle. No one
style is perfect for every room or everyone, so buy furniture that you like, whatever
your style. There are so many features such as cup holders, storage, heat, massage and
power options.
FABRIC CHOICES
Today more than ever, upholstered furniture is available in a wide range of fabrics.
To me be a good buy for you, upholstery must be: Priced right. Colored right. Sit
right. Right for the room and right for your family. Leather is a natural product. Good
leather will rarely wear out; but it will change in appearance from week to week.
Many people love the natural coverings that change with wear and tear. But you better
be clear in your mind with what you can live with when it comes to today’s leather.
New methods of tanning and manufacturing have also brought leather into an
affordable range for many pocketbooks. Bonded-leather could also be a durable,
family and pet friendly option to consider.
FURNITURE SOURCES
The most obvious place to look is in your local furniture stores. Choose a furniture
store who has a long standing great reputation in the community based on honesty and
integrity. Ask questions about delivery and problem-solving. Should there be
problems with a piece of furniture, do they service the furniture or do you have to go
through a 1-800 number and talk to countless people (or recordings) to get someone to
even schedule a time to address a problem? Another thing to consider is auctions,
estate sales, consignment stores, gently used or display furniture.
Remember to assess your needs, set your priorities, narrow down your style
choice, and target a budget. As this is a major purchase, be sure to ask about
special financing offers and/or rebates that are available. Then enjoy your
search for the “perfect” pieces to complement your home. When acquiring
furniture only buy what you love!

Voted #1 Best Place To Buy Furniture &
#1 Best Place To Buy Carpet/Flooring
111 Years of Service to the residents of Jasper & Walker County

1918 3rd Ave.
Jasper, AL 35501

384-6051

G. May & Sons
Furniture
Furniture, Flooring,
Appliances, Electronics
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...shop for furniture?
...choose the right gift?
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...choose air conditioning?
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...choose a chiropractor?
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...choose an eye doctor?
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